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  Animal Farm No. 1  Kult Objekt, 2011-2014
brass, h x w x l = 44  x 4 x 4 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ANIMAL FARM NO. 1 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.   

Magnificent metamorphosis by minimal destruction

With the series ANIMAL FARM I studied the vulnerability and convertibility of structures. By ripping, squeezing and stretch-

ing I went to the limits of the material’s possibilities and thereby changing its shape sustainably. How does the material react 

to these forces and where is its weak point? How do I cause a magnificent metamorphose by minimal destructiveness? It is 

not my intention to forcefully impose the material an arbitrary shape as it is done with car scrapping. ANIMAL FARM is 

about transformation and mutation by applying only minimal, but precise force. It is a tightrope walk between strength and 

vulnerability within the material. ANIMAL FARM NO. 1 consists of a conventional brass pipe which is slit along the center. 

The slit ends in a boreholing which forces the energy to move around the crack so that the metal cannot further tear apart. 

Interestingly enough, the material opens effortlessly like a clam. What emerges are new, yet familiar forms similar to the 

diversity in the animal kingdom.



 

  
TMS-290KG limited edition: 25, 2021

concrete, steel, h x w x l = 310 x 960 x 204 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

TMS-290KG  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

An unconventional view on the familiar 

The concrete table TMS-290KG uncovers what we want to hide.The iron grid reinforcement of a building is always hidden 

and nobody values it. What keeps a building together -  in its core - is nevertheless the visible concrete as well as the unseen 

iron grid. TMS-290KG intentionally shows off this iron thereby challenging our view on the material and changing our 

perception on what is beautiful.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

© TOM  STRALA   Paris I Zurich  strala@strala.ch



 

  SF 1  limited edition: 50, 2016
wood & rope, h x w x l = 82  x 76 x 133 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SF 1  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.   

Easy Lounge SF1

Steel tubes held by two lateral L-shaped wooden boards serve as suspension for the sofa's covering.



 

  
Chaos  limited edition: 25, 2016

steel grey covered, h x w x l = 148  x 20.5 x 28.5 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

CHAOS  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

Abstraction in concrete form

CHAOS is a light sculpture made from five commercially available, interlinking, luminescent tubes. A control dial allows you 

to choose how many tubes you wish to have illuminated at any time, so you can create a mood to suit you. All five tubes 

together produce a light output of 10,250 lumens, so CHAOS can be employed to create the perfect lighting scheme for 

domestic spaces of any size, but is also powerful enough for studio spaces, foyers and loft-living. The striking thing about 

CHAOS lamps is how they make use of otherwise unloved, everyday objects, combining ordinary cable ties, electric cables 

and cost-cutting lighting elements in an unsentimental way. The CHAOS design avoids kitsch, neither concealing nor 

glorifying the apparent inexpensiveness of the components used. Instead, the different elements are brought together in a 

response to their arbitrary nature. Like a molecular structure, they interlock as their forms permit. The resultant tangled 

shape leads the eye from the whole to each constituent element and back again. Abstract form becomes concrete, dissolv-

ing again into abstraction. CHAOS is an object that makes use of mundane elements, in order to alter the way we view 

individual components, from the vantage point of the whole.



 

  SK 2 limited edition: 1, 2015
wood, h x w x l = h x b x l = 30 x 1,9 x 65,7 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SK 2

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deception through knowledge

We have created a secure feeling for forms through our experiences. The more primitive these forms are, the faster we see 

through them. We understand them before we can really grasp them and we even become capable of completing a void in 

our heads. The sculpture Sk2 plays with this conflict of perception. Two simple rectangles are divided upside down and 

unevenly slanted at the edges. Depending on the perspective, a different feeling for the sculpture’s geometry is created this 

way.



 

  Pompidu 1  limited edition: 75, 2008
aluminium, steel coated black, h x w x l = 8.8 x 2.5 x 196 cm

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

POMPIDU I  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

Staging of the inconspicuous 

Values that are considered to be “good” are newly defined by each generation. In the years “10” of this century the world 

of design agreed unanimously: everything had to look flush. There were only surfaces and edges.  No  bolting, no screws, 

no structural were allowed to be visible. Shapes and forms had to be as simple and clear as possible. “Flush” was the 

declared goal, the universal remedy for a visual cleanse. In this context I dealt with the question of what simplicity actually 

means. In my observation I noticed that “Flush” was often celebrated as simplicity without really being simple.

Conventional pipes cover the electric cabling of POMPIDU and at the same time give it a firm shape. It is a reduction to 

what is absolutely necessary. A lighting object in which the supporting structure, electric current and visual appearance 

interact in a subtle and poetic way.



 

  Bourgeoisie 1  limmited edition: 25, 2022
drain pipe, h x w x l = 18 x 29 x 11 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Bourgeoisie IV  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The search for the lack of creativity 

Strala creates an irritation with his very raw-looking light object "Bourgeoisie". The expected, the "bourgeois values", is 

thus torpedoed. The fact that the lamp "Bourgeoisie" consists of drain pipes is not the actual provocation here. It is rather 

their formation. While we are used to seeing designers playfully assembling such pipes into works of art, we find no ingenu-

ity whatsoever with Strala. The structure is almost indecently lapidary. By removing "creativity," Tom Strala defies the basic 

expectations we have of an artist. He questions the "function of creativity" in today's world: Be it in architecture, where a 

functional building optimized at all costs is finished off with a dramatic facade, or in design, which seeks to elicit emotions 

from the buyer with mock creativit For him, the application of creativity is not really able to compensate for the compulsive 

optimization of our time. Even more so, "creativity" has thus degenerated into a pure image commodity that is misused to 

dazzle a lack of content. The search for a lack of creativity is the critique of this apparent self-evidence.



 

  Calmares 1  limited edition: 15, 2010
aluminium coated white, h x w x l =  86 x 150 x 150 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

CALMARES I  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

What is ugly? 

Ugly is the illuminant of CALMARES. A light ring mounted on a rectangular plastic – bulky and clumsy. It’ss the first 

energy-saving bulb with an electric control gear and usual bulb socket from 1983. CALMARES mutliplies this misshaped 

energy-saving bulb 73 times and converts this absurd circular shape into a charming light sculpture full of grace. Thus, our 

perspective on the single energy-saving bulbs is changed and our perceptions and sense of ugliness is transformed.



 

  Kalahario limited edition 50, 2005
aluminium, leather, cast iron, h x w x l = 95 x 71 x 77.5 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

KALAHARIO  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

Pragmatic in its spirit 

Values that are considered to be “good” are newly defined by each generation. In the years “10” of this century the world 

of design agreed unanimously: everything had to look flush. There were only surfaces and edges.  No  bolting, no screws, 

no structural were allowed to be visible. Shapes and forms had to be as simple and clear as possible. “Flush” was the 

declared goal, the universal remedy for a visual cleanse. In this context I dealt with the question of what simplicity actually 

means. In my observation I noticed that “Flush” was often celebrated as simplicity without really being simple. KALAHARIO 

in contrast, is pragmatic in its spirit, but not in its appearance.  Eight tubes , eight joints and a piece of leather - That's it.



 

  Calmares 3  limited edition: 25, 2016
aluminium coated white & concrete, h x w x l = 157.5 x 58.5 x 58.5 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

CALMARES III  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.   

What is ugly? 

Ugly is the illuminant of CALMARES. A light ring mounted on a rectangular plastic – bulky and clumsy. It’s the first 

energy-saving bulb with an electric control gear and usual bulb socket from 1983. CALMARES multiplies this misshaped 

energy-saving bulb 13 times and converts this absurd circular shape into a charming light sculpture full of grace. Thus, our 

perspective on the single energy-saving bulbs is changed and our perceptions and sense of ugliness is transformed. 



 

  Bourgeoisie 2  limmited edition: 25, 2021
concrete, plastic

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Bourgeoisie 2  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

The search for the lack of creativity 

Strala creates an irritation with his very raw-looking light object "Bourgeoisie". The expected, the "bourgeois values", is 

thus torpedoed. The fact that the lamp "Bourgeoisie" consists of drain pipes is not the actual provocation here. It is rather 

their formation. While we are used to seeing designers playfully assembling such pipes into works of art, we find no ingenu-

ity whatsoever with Strala. The structure is almost indecently lapidary. By removing "creativity," Tom Strala defies the basic 

expectations we have of an artist. He questions the "function of creativity" in today's world: Be it in architecture, where a 

functional building optimized at all costs is finished off with a dramatic facade, or in design, which seeks to elicit emotions 

from the buyer with mock creativit For him, the application of creativity is not really able to compensate for the compulsive 

optimization of our time. Even more so, "creativity" has thus degenerated into a pure image commodity that is misused to 

dazzle a lack of content. The search for a lack of creativity is the critique of this apparent self-evidence.

Bourgeoisie II: h x w x l = 68 x 13 x 37 cm

Bourgeoisie III: h x w x l = 22 x 13 x 35 cm



 

  New York Times Table  limited edition: 1, 2011
steel & wood, h x w x l = 63 x 38 x 47 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

New York Times Table 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.   

The beauty of banality

The New York Table is composed of a metal plate, a pressboard and a screw clamp. The "everyday" elements are neither 

kitschy, hidden nor heroized. Rather, they fit together in a mundane way and show the beauty of the banal.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

© TOM  STRALA   Paris I Zurich  strala@strala.ch



 

  Animal Farm No. 2  limited edition: 25, 2011-2015
brass, concrete, h x w x l = 194 x 61 x 50.5 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ANIMAL FARM NO. 2 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

Magnificent metamorphosis by minimal destruction 

With the series ANIMAL FARM I studied the vulnerability and convertibility of structures. By ripping, squeezing and stretch-

ing I went to the limits of the material’s possibilities and thereby changing its shape sustainably. How does the material react 

to these forces and where is its weak point? How do I cause a magnificent metamorphose by minimal destructiveness? It is 

not my intention to forcefully impose the material an arbitrary shape as it is done with car scrapping. ANIMAL FARM is 

about transformation and mutation by applying only minimal, but precise force. It is a tightrope walk between strength and 

vulnerability within the material. ANIMAL FARM NO. 1 consists of a conventional brass pipe which is slit along the center. 

The slit ends in a boreholing which forces the energy to move around the crack so that the metal cannot further tear apart. 

Interestingly enough, the material opens effortlessly like a shell. What emerges are new, yet familiar forms similar to the 

diversity in the animal kingdom.



 

  Animal Farm No. 3  limited edition: 25, 2011-2015
brass, h x w x l = 147 x 54 x 66 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ANIMAL FARM NO. 3 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

Magnificent metamorphosis by minimal destruction 

With the series ANIMAL FARM I studied the vulnerability and convertibility of structures. By ripping, squeezing and stretch-

ing I went to the limits of the material’s possibilities and thereby changing its shape sustainably. How does the material react 

to these forces and where is its weak point? How do I cause a magnificent metamorphose by minimal destructiveness? It is 

not my intention to forcefully impose the material an arbitrary shape as it is done with car scrapping. ANIMAL FARM is 

about transformation and mutation by applying only minimal, but precise force. It is a tightrope walk between strength and 

vulnerability within the material. ANIMAL FARM NO. 3 consists of a conventional brass pipe which is slit along the center. 

The slit ends in a boreholing which forces the energy to move around the crack so that the metal cannot further tear apart. 

Interestingly enough, the material opens effortlessly like a shell. What emerges are new, yet familiar forms similar to the 

diversity in the animal kingdom.



 

  Kalahari limited edition: 1, 2005
aluminium, gas spring, leather, h x w x l = 91 x 64 x 54.5 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

KALAHARI  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

Pragmatic in its spirit 

Values that are considered to be “good” are newly defined by each generation. In the years “10” of this century the world 

of design agreed unanimously: everything had to look flush. There were only surfaces and edges.  No  bolting, no screws, 

no structural were allowed to be visible. Shapes and forms had to be as simple and clear as possible. “Flush” was the 

declared goal, the universal remedy for a visual cleanse. In this context I dealt with the question of what simplicity actually 

means. In my observation I noticed that “Flush” was often celebrated as simplicity without really being simple. KALAHARI in 

contrast, is pragmatic in its spirit, but not in its appearance.  Eight tubes , eight joints and a piece of leather - That's it.



 

  Rocking Seefelder Kult Objekt, 2011-13
natural rattan, stainless steel, h x w x l = 78 x 62 x 80 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ROCKING SEEFELDER 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

Love for life

Delicately knotted rattan entwines like ivy around the metal frame and invites you to linger, dream and contemplate. It’s a 

playful dance between rigid metal supporting softly intertwined wood – tenderness grounded on firmness. Two opposites 

that complement each other wonderfully and fusion to form a new wholeness. 

The SEEFELDER series emerged in a three-year process in which the technical and aesthetical possibilities of rattan were 

explored and further developed.  The goal was a relaxed modernity; precise in its form – easy-going in its usage. With its 

unpretentious nature and the natural warmth of rattan SEEFELDER celebrates the poetry of everyday life and conveys the 

relaxed feeling of a holiday cottage. The series SEEFELDER is a manifesto against the sterile and arduous design which has in 

his vanity somehow forgotten the love for life.



 

  SK 3  limited edtion: 1, 2020
concrete, h x w x l = 27 x 21 x 4 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SK III  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.   

Concrete sculpture

Packaging material served as sheeting for this concrete module.



 

  Tms 360k  limited edition: 125, 2001-04
stainless steel coated white

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

TMS 360K & TMS 360G 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

Rope dance between strength and vulnerability

With the series TMS I researched the vulnerability and convertibility of plains and reached the borders of the material’s 

possibilities. Aim was a transformation by only minimal injury of the matter. A rope dance between strength and vulnerabili-

ty inside the matter. A rigid metal sheets gets worked with lasers in such a way that it can easily be folded by hand. A plain 

mutating to a volume. It is a metamorphose – not generating a completely different object. Rather a metamorphose on half 

way. Depending on the perspective, the result flickers between emptiness, surface, and volume. Similar to a picture puzzle.

Dimension k: h x w x l = 52.5 x 27 x 27 cm

Dimension m: h x w x l = 64 x 35 x 35 cm

Dimension g: h x w x l = 75 x 42.5 x 42.5 cm



 

  
Bartok  limited edition: 25, 2007

concrete, steel, h x w x l = 45 x 76 x 76 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

BARTOK  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

An unconventional view on the familiar 

The concrete table BARTOK uncovers what we want to hide.The iron grid reinforcement of a building is always hidden and 

nobody values it. What keeps a building together -  in its core - is nevertheless the visible concrete as well as the unseen iron 

grid. BARTOK intentionally shows off this iron thereby challenging our view on the material and changing our perception on 

what is beautiful.



 

  Pompidu 2 limited edition: 50, 2008
Steel coated black, concrete, h x w x l = 195 x 14 x 46.5 cm, price

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

POMPIDU II  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

Staging of the inconspicuous 

Values that are considered to be “good” are newly defined by each generation. In the years “10” of this century the world 

of design agreed unanimously: everything had to look flush. There were only surfaces and edges.  No  bolting, no screws, 

no structural were allowed to be visible. Shapes and forms had to be as simple and clear as possible. “Flush” was the 

declared goal, the universal remedy for a visual cleanse. In this context I dealt with the question of what simplicity actually 

means. In my observation I noticed that “Flush” was often celebrated as simplicity without really being simple.

Conventional pipes cover the electric cabling of POMPIDU and at the same time give it a firm shape. It is a reduction to 

what is absolutely necessary. A lighting object in which the supporting structure, electric current and visual appearance 

interact in a subtle and poetic way.



 

  Kalahock limited edition: 50, 2005
leather, aluminium, cast iron, h x b x l = 49,5 x 71 x 50.5 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

KALAHOCK  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

Pragmatic in its spirit 

Values that are considered to be “good” are newly defined by each generation. In the years “10” of this century the world 

of design agreed unanimously: everything had to look flush. There were only surfaces and edges.  No  bolting, no screws, 

no structural were allowed to be visible. Shapes and forms had to be as simple and clear as possible. “Flush” was the 

declared goal, the universal remedy for a visual cleanse. In this context I dealt with the question of what simplicity actually 

means. In my observation I noticed that “Flush” was often celebrated as simplicity without really being simple. KALAHOCK 

in contrast, is pragmatic in its spirit, but not in its appearance.  Eight tubes , eight joints and a piece of leather - That's it.



 

  Calmares 2  limited edition: 125, 2010
aluminium coated white, h x w x l = 65 x 60 x 60 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

CALMARES II  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.   

What is ugly? 

Ugly is the illuminant of CALMARES. A light ring mounted on a rectangular plastic – bulky and clumsy. It’s the first 

energy-saving bulb with an electric control gear and usual bulb socket from 1983. CALMARES multiplies this misshaped 

energy-saving bulb 13 times and converts this absurd circular shape into a charming light sculpture full of grace. Thus, our 

perspective on the single energy-saving bulbs is changed and our perceptions and sense of ugliness is transformed. 



 

  SK 6-8 limited edition: 1, 2020
Concrete, drain pipe

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SK VI - SKVII  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

Concrete Sculpture

The Sk6, Sk7 series makes use of ordinary drainpipes that penetrate a concrete body in a trivial way. The handling of the 

pipes is deliberately unspectacular. It contrasts the desire for a "creative" individual solution with standardized products.

SK 6: h x w x l = 74 x 32 x 88 cm

SK 7: h x w x l = 11.5 x 22 x 76 cm



 

  Comic I & II  limited edition: 50, 2009
concrete, fiber-reinforced epoxy

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

COMIC I & II  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

Chopped time

Whether studies of a bird’s flight or the growth of a tree, hacking and re-composing of time allows us to analyze move-

ment. And as we take closer looks at these movements we get precious chance to see processes in its pattern and sequenc-

es and therefore seize a feeling for things which usually are invisible to our eyes. Where there used to be nothing reflection 

now is becomes possible. It’s an incredibly beautiful oxymoron to me that precisely this frozen moment expands our idea of 

movement into new horizons. It’s as if cessation was movement.

Herein lies the fascination of my standing lamp COMIC designed in 2009. Its power cable follows the dynamic line illustrat-

ing the comic characters hopping and jumping.  A sculptural fusion of standstill and movement.

Comic I: h x w x l = 93.5 x 5.5 x 65 cm

Comic II: h x w x l = 48 x 10 x 125 cm



 

  Concrete balloon  limited edition: 1, 2019
concrete, plastic, h x w x l = 6 x 6 x 13 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Concrete ballon  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.   

Concrete sculpture



 

  Bourgeoisie 1  limmited edition: 25, 2021
drain pipe, h x w x l = 20 x 7.5 x 6 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Bourgeoisie 1  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

The search for the lack of creativity 

Strala creates an irritation with his very raw-looking light object "Bourgeoisie". The expected, the "bourgeois values", is 

thus torpedoed. The fact that the lamp "Bourgeoisie" consists of drain pipes is not the actual provocation here. It is rather 

their formation. While we are used to seeing designers playfully assembling such pipes into works of art, we find no ingenu-

ity whatsoever with Strala. The structure is almost indecently lapidary. By removing "creativity," Tom Strala defies the basic 

expectations we have of an artist. He questions the "function of creativity" in today's world: Be it in architecture, where a 

functional building optimized at all costs is finished off with a dramatic facade, or in design, which seeks to elicit emotions 

from the buyer with mock creativit For him, the application of creativity is not really able to compensate for the compulsive 

optimization of our time. Even more so, "creativity" has thus degenerated into a pure image commodity that is misused to 

dazzle a lack of content. The search for a lack of creativity is the critique of this apparent self-evidence.



 

  Lazy Seefelder  Kult Objekt, 2013
natural rattan, stainless steel, h x w x l = 740 x 650 x 1730 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

LAZY SEEFELDER  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

Love for life

Delicately knotted rattan entwines like ivy around the metal frame and invites you to linger, dream and contemplate. It’s a 

playful dance between rigid metal supporting softly intertwined wood – tenderness grounded on firmness. Two opposites 

that complement each other wonderfully and fusion to form a new wholeness. 

The SEEFELDER series emerged in a three-year process in which the technical and aesthetical possibilities of rattan were 

explored and further developed.  The goal was a relaxed modernity; precise in its form – easy-going in its usage. With its 

unpretentious nature and the natural warmth of rattan SEEFELDER celebrates the poetry of everyday life and conveys the 

relaxed feeling of a holiday cottage. The series SEEFELDER is a manifesto against the sterile and arduous design which has in 

his vanity somehow forgotten the love for life.



 

  SK 1 limited edition: 1, 2014
Carrara marble, h x w x l = h x b x l = 40 x 30,4 x 57,9 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SK 1

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

Emergence of character 

All faces and edges of a cube have the same length. If we divide the cube – no matter how – one surface will always be 

larger than the other. An imbalance arises. The word "equal" is replaced by words like "narrow", "wide" or "fun-

nel-shaped". For example, if we are in a "narrow" space, we feel cramped. Thus, the created bodies do not only get a 

character in their geometry, no, they also receive this in our words and emotions. The sculpture SK1 is created from a 2.5 

cm thick Carrara marble. The shape is that of a cube cut twice. Once through the wall and once through an axis that divides 

two opposite faces of the cube in the same ratio. This creates two funnel spaces that together build a dialectic. The dialectic 

between the "clear space" and a "framed shadow".



 

  Tms 180 limited edition: 125, 2001-04
stainless steel coated white, h x w x l = 64 x 35 x 17.5 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

TMS 180  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

Rope dance between strength and vulnerability

With the series TMS I researched the vulnerability and convertibility of plains and reached the borders of the material’s 

possibilities. Aim was a transformation by only minimal injury of the matter. A rope dance between strength and vulnerabili-

ty inside the matter. A rigid metal sheets gets worked with lasers in such a way that it can easily be folded by hand. A plain 

mutating to a volume. It is a metamorphose – not generating a completely different object. Rather a metamorphose on half 

way. Depending on the perspective, the result flickers between emptiness, surface, and volume. Similar to a picture puzzle.



 

  Nelumbo limited edition: 225, 2007
Satined plexiglas, diameter 56cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

NELUMBO  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

Metamorphosis on half way 

A Plexiglass disk is axially deformed by means of an arm lever from the center. The plate undergoes a shifting from the 

second into third dimension or more precisely, the round disk turns into a suggested globe. The object somehow stops in its 

transformational process, non-completed and rather standing still in a half-way metamorphosis. 

Depending on the perspective, the result flickers between emptiness, surface, and volume, similar to a picture puzzle. Not 

only as an object is NELUMBO a half-way metamorphosis. Nelumbo also reflects an intermediate position in my work 

process. While additive circles create the impression of a hemisphere with CALMARES, TMS on the other hand creates 

volume out of a flat surface. In contrast to „TMS“, traces of distortion on the object remain visible which in turn remind of 

ANIMAL FARM.



 

  SK 5  limited edition: 3 different single pieces, 2020-2022
screw clamp, plaster

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SK V  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.   

Sculpture

SK V shows a rectangular, seemingly formable mass that lies flat on its face. At the level of the head, it was pressed in a few 

centimeters with a screw clamp. To the side of the vise, the surface is pressed outward similar to a pressed-in muscle. The 

drastic contrast between the organic-soft form and the impersonal-cold steel screw clamp becomes all the more obvious as 

soon as one realizes that the soft surface of the sculpture is only an illusion.

SK 5A: h x w x l = 13 x 12 x 15 cm
SK 5B: h x w x l = 16 x 13 x 36.5 cm
SK 5C: h x w x l = 33 x 17 x 10.5 cm

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

© TOM  STRALA   Paris I Zurich  strala@strala.ch



 

  Ponte Kult Objekt, 2012
oak massive, clear glass ESG, h x w x l = 72 x 100 x 270 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PONTE  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

Simplicity by asceticism 

Values that are considered to be “good” are newly defined by each generation. In the years “10” of this century the world 

of design agreed unanimously: everything had to be flush. There were only surfaces and edges.  No bolting, no screws, no 

structural were allowed to be visible. Shapes and forms had to be as simple and clear as possible. “Flush and orthogonal” 

was the declared goal, the universal remedy for a visual cleanse. In this context I dealt with the question of what simplicity 

actually means. In my observation I noticed that “Flush” was often celebrated as simplicity without really being simple. 

PONTE in contrast, is pragmatic in its spirit, but not in its appearance.

By experimenting with the same conventional bar of wood I developed a table. Creating something with only one single 

component – by renunciation of possibilities – is a beautiful facet of simplicity. PONTE shares the same spirit as XXX. The 

trimmed rods branch out (like a tree), meet at junctions and form their own distinct system.



 

  Schweini die Origamisau Kult Objekt, 2012
copper, h x w x l = 10.5 x 5 x 14.5 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SCHWEINI  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

Object without features

With the series TMS I researched the vulnerability and convertibility of plains and structures and reached the borders of the 

material’s possibilities by selectively cutting it. I analyzed how the material reacts, and what was possible without any strong 

effort. By this the plain mutated into a volume. It is a metamorphose, but not generating a completely different object. 

Rather a metamorphose on half way. Depending on the perspective and light, the result flickers between emptiness, 

surface, and volume.

 SCHWEINI is produced with the same technic as the light series TMS is. It consists of a rectangular copper sheet and can 

easily be folded by hand. In contrast to TMS SCHWEINI is a completed metamorphose. The sheet transforms into a 

completely different object. An object that, like the sheet, has no function. By this, Schweini celebrates only the folding 

process metamorphose itself.



 

  Tms 90 limited edition: 125, 2001-04
stainless steel coated white, h x w x l = 82.5 x 33 x 16.5 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

TMS 90  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

Rope dance between strength and vulnerability

With the series TMS I researched the vulnerability and convertibility of plains and reached the borders of the material’s 

possibilities. Aim was a transformation by only minimal injury of the matter. A rope dance between strength and vulnerabili-

ty inside the matter. A rigid metal sheets gets worked with lasers in such a way that it can easily be folded by hand. A plain 

mutating to a volume. It is a metamorphose – not generating a completely different object. Rather a metamorphose on half 

way. Depending on the perspective, the result flickers between emptiness, surface, and volume. Similar to a picture puzzle.



 

  
SK 4  limited edition: 1, 2020

concrete, h x w x l = 57 x 13 x 22 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

SK IV  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Process 

SK IV shows a rectangular concrete form with a water hose attached to its side and at the level of its "neck".�The hose 

which reminds us of the "esophagus" ends in a rubber-like, stretchable water balloon, which can be filled and emptied 

similar to a "stomach". The drastic contrast between the suggestion of the balloon's elastic form and its petrification 

becomes all the more evident as soon as one realizes that the sculpture's stretchable surface is only an illusion. 



 

  
Seefelder Kult Objekt 2011-2013

natural rattan, stainless steel, h x w x l = 78 x 62 x 66 cm
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SEEFELDER  
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.  

Love for life

Delicately knotted rattan entwines like ivy around the metal frame and invites you to linger, dream and contemplate. It’s a 

playful dance between rigid metal supporting softly intertwined wood – tenderness grounded on firmness. Two opposites 

that complement each other wonderfully and fusion to form a new wholeness. 

The SEEFELDER series emerged in a three-year process in which the technical and aesthetical possibilities of rattan were 

explored and further developed.  The goal was a relaxed modernity; precise in its form – easy-going in its usage. With its 

unpretentious nature and the natural warmth of rattan SEEFELDER celebrates the poetry of everyday life and conveys the 

relaxed feeling of a holiday cottage. The series SEEFELDER is a manifesto against the sterile and arduous design which has in 

his vanity somehow forgotten the love for life.



 

  Tms 360s  limited edition: 125, 2001-04
stainless steel coated white, h x w x l = 157.5 x 35 x 35 cm
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TMS 360S  
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Rope dance between strength and vulnerability

With the series TMS I researched the vulnerability and convertibility of plains and reached the borders of the material’s 

possibilities. Aim was a transformation by only minimal injury of the matter. A rope dance between strength and vulnerabili-

ty inside the matter. A rigid metal sheets gets worked with lasers in such a way that it can easily be folded by hand. A plain 

mutating to a volume. It is a metamorphose – not generating a completely different object. Rather a metamorphose on half 

way. Depending on the perspective, the result flickers between emptiness, surface, and volume. Similar to a picture puzzle.



 

  Inch limited edition: 10, 2005
metal coated black, h x w x l = 150-224 x 22.5 x 13 cm

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

INCH  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

perverted beauty 

They care about an unusual tradition and wear heavy jewelry since childhood. We talk about the Padaungs who wear 

golden colored brass spirals around the neck which make them look like human giraffes. Eventhough it appears strange to 

our culture, to them it is a symbol of beauty. The other way around, slender illusion or painting of lips lacks of understand-

ing to them, like artificially created giraffe necks to us. Ever since the pursuite of beauty is a sheer banal and elementary 

need of humans, perverting to a fetishism. INCH mirrors the impulse of a society to exaggerate beauty. In 1954 Achille and 

Pier Giacomo Castiglioni designed the „Luminator“. To me one of the most beautiful object the design world has ever seen. 

This beauty I perverted by a telescope mechanism that could enlarge the lamp strongly.



 

  New York Times Table  limited edition: 1, 2020
steel & wood, h x w x l = 63 x 38 x 47 cm
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New York Times Table II 
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The beauty of banality

The New York Table is composed of a wooden board and four screw clamp. The "everyday" elements are neither kitschy, 

hidden nor heroized. Rather, they fit together in a mundane way and show the beauty of the banal.



 

  
Tom Strala in the Studio
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Tom Strala  
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(born 1974)

From an early stage in his career, the Swiss designer Tom Strala has worked in an experimental mode, avoiding both 

industrial and mass production. Design for him is both an art and a way of interpreting thoughts and ideas. Rather than 

responding to economic need or the general zeitgeist, he looks for radical design solutions that express his world view and 

that are often based on contradictions, such as roughness and fragility.
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